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ABSTRACT

This paper treats Argonne National Laboratory's experience using micro-

processor based controllers presently In use on several control loops

within the EBR-II reactor facility as well as tests being performed by

these controllers. Also included is a discussion of the axpandabilfty,

modularity, range of capabilities and higher level functions possible using

such equipment.



Section 1

INTRODUCTION

Experimental Breeder Reactor II (EBR-II) 1s located at the t ;*inne-Kest site of

the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory. It consists of -> 5 .dium-cooied, fast

(unraoderated), pool-type reactor with a thermal power design output of 62.5 MW, an

intermediate closed loop of secondary sodium coolant, and a steam plant that pro-

duces 19.5 MW of electrical power through a conventional turbine generator.

As an experimental test facility, EBR-II reactor has assumed many roles 1n order

to accommodate an ever changing testing program. Prese-.itly, a series of tests are

being performed to demonstrate the safety posture of the plant, a portion of these

tests require rapid up and down maneuvering of reactor power levels. During the

conceptual portion of the present testing program, many of the control loops 1n

the plant were examined to determine if the control system could follow the dis-

turbances created by the up-down maneuvering. As a result of these investigations

it was determined that the secondary sodium and steam drum level control loops

would need to be upgraded. While the required control upgrade could have been

implemented using tradition.il analog techniques, it was determined that the change

would be put in place using a microprocessor based controller system on the basis

of expandability, flexibility and better control at a comparable cost.

The controls for the steam drum level and secondary sodium flow were upgraded, as

planned, using microprocessor based controllers from Bailey's Network 90 dis-

tributed control system. Later the controls for the hotwell level system were

upgraded, and modules added to do calculations to infer the reactor dift* "t1al

and mixed-mean temperatures, using the same control system. Presently it ;:i,n-

neering package is being prepared to replace six additional control loop* • the

steam system.

Argonne will also be using the new microprocessor based controllers for tests

requiring capabilities beyond those of the existing controllers. During the
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performance of.these tests, the new controllers Mill be programmed to assume the

existing control plus whatever Is required by the test.

A goal at Argonne 1s to have a control system capable of complete reactor startup

and shutdown and stetdy-state operation with Rinimum operator Involvement. In

order to meet such a goal a distributed control system operating under a computer

based management would be required. The control system presently Installed Is

capable of being expanded to meet such a goal.

Thus, starting with a small system capable of two control loops, the system can be

expanded to Include near complete contro) of EBR-II plant. This paper will treat

Argonne's experience to date with the selected controllers, and the testing men-

tioned above using these controllers now in progress, and a discussion of future

plans and possibilities.
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Section 2

DESCRIPTION OF CONTROL STRATEGY

SECONDARY SODIUM FLOW CONTROL

The new control system has three modes of operation: (1) manual, (?) automatic,

and (3) multi-element. In manual, secondary flow 1s controlled by manually ad-

justing digital control station (DCS) output to achieve the desired flow rate. In

automatic, the flowmeter Input signal 1s compared to the flow setpoint and con-

troller output is varied automatically to control flow at the setpoint. In multi-

element mode; controller output depends on six primary system temperature input

signals (four primary sodium Intermediate heat-exchanger (IHX) outlet temperatures

and two reactor-Inlet temperatures). The four IHX temperatures are averaged, and

the average is fed into a lag network. The output of the lag network 1s summed

with the nondelayed signal, producing a value only when the IHX temperatures are

changing. If IHX outlet temperatures are not changing when 1n the multi-element

mode, the reactor Inlet signal versus the temperature controller setpoint

determines the flow.

If the IHX temperatures change, the difference between the delayed and nondelayed

IHX temperatures are used to rapidly bring the IHX temperature back to the normal

operating setpoint.

STEAM DRUM LEVEL CONTROL

The new control system has three modes of control (1) manual, (2) automatic single

element, and (3) automatic-three element plus biowdown. In manual, level Is

maintained by manually adjusting the DCS output to control the feedwater valve.

In automatic single element mode the drum level signal is compared to the drum

level setpoint and controller output is automatically varied to maintain drum

level.

In the automatic-three element plus blowdown mode, the controller output is deter-

mined by not only the level vs setpoint but also by the flows entering and leaving

the steam drum (feedwater, steam, and blowdown).
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HOTUELL LEVEL CONTROL

The new control system has two nodes of control (1) manual, and (2) automatic.

The hotwell control system controls a small and large makeup valve and a dump

valve. In the manual mode the hotwell level Is controlled by manually adjusting

the DCS output to control the small and large makeup valves or the dump valve. In

the normal automatic mode of operation the dump and large makeup valve are closed

and hotwell level 1s accomplished using only the small makeup valve. During plant

startups and large power changes the large makeup and dump valves are used to

rapidly bring the level back to a normal operating band. The dump valve level

setpoint 1s always maintained two-Inches above the setpoint of the makeup valve.

This is done by configuring the software such that when a change is made to the

makeup level controls, the setpoint of the dump valve setpoint will automatically

be changed to maintain the two Inch difference. The large makeup valve comes Into

play when the small makeup valve is fully open and 1s programmed to be less

responsive to a level change than 'the small makeup valve.

ALTERNATE REACTOR DIFFERENTIAL AND MIXED MEAN OUTLET TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT
SYSTEMS

From a reactor control standpoint, the measurement of the temperature increase

across the reactor core or reactor aT, 1s very Important. At EBR-II, this para-

meter is derived by subtracting bulk reactor inlet temperature, as measured by

averaging five thermocouples (TC's), from the mixed-mean bulk reactor outlet tem-

perature, which is measured by a TC located in the reactor outlet pipe.

Initially, five thermocouples and two resistance temperature detectors, (RT's)

were mounted In the reactor outlet pipe. Of these, only one, a TC located near

the reactor outlet nozzle, remains operable. The temperature detectors, TC's and

RT's, were Installed in the primary tank prior to the Initial sodium fill. Once

the tank was filled, they were no longer accessible and are Irreplaceable and .

Irrepairable. The apparent cause of failure of the TC's and RT's was weld failure

in the conduit used to lead the signals out of the primary tank. Sodium inieakage

probably shorted the signal leads within the conduit and caused the temperature

readout to steadily decline to a new "hot junction" temperature of 700°F which was

reached. Although the indicated temperature from one remaining TC does not shows

this same steady decrease, it does appear to be degrading In small decrements over

a duration of many years.
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A number of possible alternatives for determining the mixed-mean reactor outlet

temperature and/or the rear.tor AT In another manner were evaluated.

Of the alternatives considered, the two which appeared to be most feasible and

suited to near-term Implementation were a selected average subassembly outlet tem-

peratures as a possible substitute for outlet temperature surveillance, and the

calculation of reactor AT from secondary system power.

The microprocessor based controller system was selected to perform the calcula-

tions to obtain the mixed mean reactor outlet temperature and the reactor AT. The

controllers process the Information from pertinent plant parameters In accordance

with predetermined equations. The controller outputs are sent to process digital

volt meters for display 1n engineering units.

USE OF THE MICROPROCESSOR BASED CONTROLLERS FOR SPECIFIC TESTS

A controller test stand was constructed and will be "wired into" the plant for

three proposed tests to be performed at EBR-II for the following tests:

Test No. 1 Primary Pump Flow fsaitdown Testing

The shutdown heat removal system testing (SHRT) program, now in progress at

EBR-II, is being performed among ocher things to show that primary and secondary

cooling to the reactor core may be stopped without a reactor shutdown. This is

possible because of a large negative reactor temperature feedback, I.e., as the

reactor temperature increases reactivity decreases, causing the reactor to shut

itself down. Analysis has shown that in order for the shutdown to occur properly

the present coastdown of the primary pumps must be extended slightly. In order to

do this without the expense of adding a mechanical device such as a flywheel, the

coastdown will be shaped in such a way as to use the energy in the motor of the M-

G set driving the primary pump. This energy 1s now being expended to keep the

primary pump rotating at the denand speed after the power source feeding the motor

is removed.

Two microprocessor based controllers will be programmed with the desired coastdown

shape. The output of the controllers will feed the setpoint of each existing

primary pump controllers to obtain the desired results.
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Test Wo. 2 Steam Header Pressure Reduction Testing

The effect of a reduction in reactor temperature causing an increase In reactor

power will be studied under this test. The existing steam header pressure con-

troller will be removed during the performance of this test^and a microprocessor

based controller added in Its place. The new controller will be programmed to

control steam header pressure and to ramp the pressure up or down a predetermined

amount in a set time interval, depending on the position of an external toggle

switch.

Test Wo. 3 Hultifrequency Testing of Secondary Sodium Flow

This test Is being performed to determine the frequency response of the secondary

sodium flow system. The test will consist of varying the secondary sodium flow

sinusoidially using the equation:

AFlow (t) • K J j sin (£j tj+ *1)

By inputting fundamental and associated harmonics simultaneously, the required

Information can be obtained rapidly. This Is important to beep the time required

to perform the test at a minimum.

The particular controllers Installed to control secondary sodium flow are not

capable of producing a sinusoidial varying output. A next generation controller,

directly compatible with the now existing microprocessor based controllers con-

trolling secondary flow, is capable of producing a simusoidai varying output.

This next generation controller has been purchased and will be programmed and

"plugged in" for this test.

ARGONNE'S EXPERIENCE USING MICROPROCESSOR BASED CONTROLLERS

Control of these schemes used for the steam drum level and secondary sodium flow

control systems were looked upon with a great deal of skepticism by Operations as

both had been tried years earlier. Attempts at this type of control had failed.

The steam drum level control was implemented with no difficulty. Control con-

stants from the old single element controller were used for single element

control. The flows signals for the three-element plus blowdown control were

weighted more and more heavily until adequate system response was achieved. The

new microprocessor based controller steam drum level system maintains drum level
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"rock solid" when In steady state operation and controls the drum level to within

±1/2 Inches during the worst plant upset. (The original design goal was ±2

Inches.)

Satisfactory control of secondary sodiuM flow was not as easily achieved. The

original control scheme was revised and controller constants changed before a con-

troller scheme capable of following steady state and transient maneuvers was

found. The control scheme was changed quickly without plant wiring changes and

without the added expense of additional components to effect the change.

The hotwe11 and backup reactor aT and mixed mean outlet temperature circuits were

easily Implemented.

The ability to change control strategies and the expanded capabilities of the

microprocessor based controllers Is enabling Argbnne".to perform tests that would

have been very difficult, time consuming and expensive If previous technology was

applied.

CAPABILITIES OF MICROPROCESSOR-BASED CONTROLLERS

The EBR-II breeder reactor test application provides an excellent I l lustration of

some of the key .capabilities of an advanced, microprocessor-based control system

such as the Network 90 system used at Argonne. This type of control system

provides the user with significant benefits compared to conventional electronic

analog control systems. Some of the capabilities of microprocessor-based

controllers are summarized 1n the following discussion.

Flexibil i ty In Modification of Control Strategies

In a development and test environment, the capability to change the control con-

figuration easily 1s very Important. Using a microprocessor-based system, this

usually can be done without requiring any changes In hard wiring or any additional

control hardware. I f a CRT-based engineer's console 1s Included In the system,

the new configuration can be generated Interactively on the CRT and then down-

loaded to the controllers. This approach also allows the configuration to be

documented automatically 1n hard copy form In a logic diagram or high level

language format.
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Integration of Control and Computing Functions

It Is clear from the description of the control subsystems In the EBR-II reactor

that a combination of continuous controlf sequential control, and computing

functions 1s required in the Implementation of the overall'control strategy. The

most advanced microprocessor-based control systems provide all three types of

functions In an Integrated manner within the same system, so that the costs of

Interfacing multiple system types are minimized. Control and computing functions

usually are available In either a function block, ladder diagram, or high-level

language format. Batch control operations such as automatic startup, temperature

ramping, and operating mode changes can be accomplished easily by means of this

combination of capabilities.

Expandability from Small to Large Systems

The modular structure of microprocessor-based distributed control systems makes 1t

easy for the user to start with a minimal set of hardware that is cost-effective

for the Immediate application. Then, as was done In the EBR-II situation, the

system can be expanded at a later date without scrapping the original hardware or

changing the total system structure. A top-level block diagram of the Network 90

system structure is shown in Figure 1. The minimum system consists of a few

modules, a power supply, and field termination units housed 1n a small standalone

cabinet such as the one shown in Figure 2. By adding the appropriate modules and

other system elements, the system can be expanded to Include: data acquisition

capability, CRT-based operator and engineering consoles, an interface to an

external computer, and a plant communications facility to allow direct data

transfer between geographically separated units of equipment. Since the various

elements of the distributed system are designed to work together in a coordinated

fashion, full use of their parallel control and computing capabilities can be made

to implement total system automation strategies.

Security Features

The "Intelligence" and fall-safe features built Into advanced microprocessor-based

controllers matte them particularly appropriate for use in applications that

require a high degree of reliability and security. For example, sensor diagnos-

tics and analytical redundancy algorithms can be included directly 1n the control-

lers themselves to ensure that the control system can continue safe operation In

spite of individual sensor failures. Also, redundant hardware elements can be

Included In the controllers to eliminate a shutdown due to a single point

failure. In addition, the output sections of the controllers can be designed to
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be "fall-safe" 1n the sense that the control outputs Mill revert to a safe state

In the event of.a failure of the microprocessor or other key elements In the

controller. Finally, most advanced controllers Include on-line self-diagnostics

that continually check on their own health and report the exact nature of any

problems to the operator as they are discovered. This minimizes downtime and

maximizes the availability of the process.

It Is expected that the capabilities of microprocessor-based controllers will

continue to expand as the digital hardware becomes more powerful and new control

algorithms are designed and Incorporated Into the equipment. Self-tuning control-

lers are now beginning to emerge from the laboratory and are being applied to

processes whose dynamic characteristics change with time or with operating condi-

tions. Results from the field of artificial Intelligence are being applied to the

development of "expert" systems that can aid 1n the detection and diagnosis of

plant equipment failures and to assist the operator in selecting optimum startup

and shutdown..strategies. New methods are being developed to allow the operator to

communicate with the control system 1n a more effective manner, Including voice

Input/output capabilities and three-dimensional holographic displays. These

enhancements to microprocessor-based control systems will allow them to play an

even greater role 1n simplifying the development and testing of new processes and

1n improving the operations of existing ones.
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